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scholarship. It brings together cutting-edge research from literary
The Routledge Handbook of Magazine Research David Abrahamson

journalism scholars, examining historical perspectives; themes, venues,

2015-06-05 Scholarly engagement with the magazine form has, in the last

and genres across time; theoretical approaches and disciplinary

two decades, produced a substantial amount of valuable research.

intersections; and new directions for scholarly inquiry. Provoking

Authored by leading academic authorities in the study of magazines, the

reconsideration and inquiry, while providing new historical interpretations,

chapters in The Routledge Handbook of Magazine Research not only

this companion recognizes, interacts with, and honors the tradition and

create an architecture to organize and archive the developing field of

legacies of American literary journalism scholarship. Engaging the work of

magazine research, but also suggest new avenues of future investigation.

disciplines such as sociology, anthropology, African American studies,

Each of 33 chapters surveys the last 20 years of scholarship in its subject

gender studies, visual studies, media studies, and American studies, in

area, identifying the major research themes, theoretical developments and

addition to journalism and literary studies, this book is perfect for students

interpretive breakthroughs. Exploration of the digital challenges and

and scholars of those disciplines.

opportunities which currently face the magazine world are woven

Reinventing Professionalism Silvio Waisbord 2013-08-26 Current anxiety

throughout, offering readers a deeper understanding of the magazine form,

about the future of news makes it opportune to revisit the notion of

as well as of the sociocultural realities it both mirrors and influences. The

professionalism in journalism. Media expert Silvio Waisbord takes this

book includes six sections: -Methodologies and structures presents

pressing issue as his theme and argues that “professional journalism” is

theories and models for magazine research in an evolving, global context.

both a normative and analytical notion. It refers to reporting that observes

-Magazine publishing: the people and the work introduces the roles and

certain ethical standards as well as to collective efforts by journalists to

practices of those involved in the editorial and business sides of magazine

exercise control over the news. Professionalism should not be narrowly

publishing. -Magazines as textual communication surveys the field of

associated with the normative ideal as it historically developed in the West

contemporary magazines across a range of theoretical perspectives,

during the past century. Instead, it needs to be approached as a valuable

subjects, genre and format questions. -Magazines as visual

concept to throw into sharp relief how journalists define conditions and

communication explores cover design, photography, illustrations and

rules of work within certain settings. Professionalization is about the

interactivity. -Pedagogical and curricular perspectives offers insights on

specialization of labor and control of occupational practice. These issues

undergraduate and graduate teaching topics in magazine research. -The

are important, particularly amidst the combination of political, technological

future of the magazine form speculates on the changing nature of

and economic trends that have profoundly unsettled the foundations of

magazine research via its environmental effects, audience, and

modern journalism. By doing so, they have stimulated the reinvention of

transforming platforms.

professionalism. This engaging and insightful book critically examines the

The Routledge Companion to American Literary Journalism William E.

meanings, expectations, and critiques of professional journalism in a global

Dow 2019-11-13 Taking a thematic approach, this new companion

context.

provides an interdisciplinary, cross-cultural, and international study of

Journalism, Literature, and Modernity Kate Campbell 2000 The authors

American literary journalism. From the work of Frederick Douglass and

examine writing in journals across a cultural spectrum--literary journals,

Walt Whitman to that of Joan Didion and Dorothy Parker, literary

organs of culture, magazines, journals promoting modernism, and daily

journalism is a genre that both reveals and shapes American history and

newspapers. Demonstrating a variety of approaches, they explore

identity. This volume not only calls attention to literary journalism as a

journalism's importance in relation to gender, modernity and modernism

distinctive genre but also provides a critical foundation for future

through readings of established writers and critics -- William Hazlitt,
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Charles Dickens, Matthew Arnold, Walter Pater, Rebecca West, Virginia

Writing Creative Nonfiction Theodore Albert Rees Cheney 1991 What do

Woolf, Laura Riding -- and journals and journalists -- Henry Mayhew, "The

writers as diverse as Tom Wolfe, Norman Mailer, Joan Didion, and Hunter

Fortnightly Review," Dora Marsden and the "Freewoman/Egoist" sequence.

S. Thompson have in common? All are masters of the art of writing

Their studies challenge received ideas of journalism's significance in

creative nonfiction, capable of infusing the most prosaic of topics with wit,

literary and cultural history, as well as perceptions of modernity and

poignancy, and style. "Writing Creative Nonfiction" outlines the tried-and-

modernism.

true techniques that such writers use to craft brilliant essays, articles, and

Literary Journalism in British and American Prose Doug Underwood

book-length works, making the tools of trade accessible to those of us who

2019-05-10 The debate surrounding “fake news” versus “real” news is

have always dreamed of making our mark in publishing. You'll learn how

nothing new. From Jonathan Swift’s work as an acerbic, anonymous

to write gripping opening sentences; use dialogue and even overheard

journal editor-turned-novelist to reporter Mark Twain’s hoax stories to Mary

conversations to bring characters to life on the page: and conduct and

Ann Evans’ literary reviews written under her pseudonym, George Eliot,

incorporate research to add depth and breadth to your work. With the

famous journalists and literary figures have always mixed fact, imagination

demand for content in both traditional and emerging medias at an all-time

and critical commentary to produce memorable works. Contrasting the rival

high, you too can become a cultural critic, biographer, or esteemed

yet complementary traditions of “literary” or “new” journalism in Britain

essayist with the help of this indispensable guide.

and the U.S., this study explores the credibility of some of the “great”

Literature for Young Adults Joan L. Knickerbocker 2019-08-28 Now in its

works of English literature.

second edition, this book explores a great variety of genres and formats of

ePortfolio as Curriculum Kathleen Blake Yancey 2019-04-30 At a moment

young adult literature while placing special emphasis on contemporary

when the ePortfolio has been recognized as a high impact practice – as a

works with nontraditional themes, protagonists, and literary conventions

unique site for hosting student integrative learning and as a powerful genre

that are well suited to young adult readers. It looks at the ways in which

for assessment – this book provides faculty, staff, and administrators with

contemporary readers can access literature and share the works they're

a set of frameworks and models useful for guiding students in designing

reading, and it shows teachers the resources that are available, especially

and creating ePortfolios that clearly communicate their purpose and

online, for choosing and using good literature in the classroom and for

effectively use the affordances of the medium. In short, this book both

recommending books for their students’ personal reading. In addition to

illustrates and provides guidance on how to support the development of

traditional genre chapters, this book includes chapters on literary

students’ ePortfolio literacy. The ePortfolio curricular models provided in

nonfiction; poetry, short stories, and drama; and film. Graphic novels,

ePortfolio as Curriculum include both those integrated within existing

diversity issues, and uses of technology are also included throughout the

disciplinary courses and those offered through credit-bearing stand-alone

text. The book's discussion of literary language—including traditional

courses. In taking up questions focused on what students need to know

elements as well as metafictive terms—enables readers to share in a

and do in becoming informed, effective ePortfolio makers, the contributors

literary conversation with their peers (and others) when communicating

to this volume – from the standpoint of their course outcomes and

about books. This book is an essential resource for preservice educators

institutional contexts – present various approaches to developing an

to help young adults understand and appreciate the excellent literature that

ePortfolio curriculum. Individually and collectively, the chapters explain

is available to them. New to the second edition: New popular authors,

ways to engage students in understanding the potential purposes,

books, and movies with a greater focus on diversity of literature Updated

structures, audiences, and designs of ePortfolios; in developing the

coverage of new trends, such as metafiction, a renewed focus on

reflective practices for contextualizing and informing the selection and

nonfiction, and retellings of canonical works Increased attention to graphic

curation of artifacts; and in creating appropriate focus and coherence.

novels and multimodal texts throughout the book eResources with

Synthesizing insights from the previous chapters, the concluding chapter

downloadable materials, including book lists, awards lists, and Focus

identifies six consistent features of an ePortfolio curriculum that support

Questions

the development of students' ePortfolio literacy. In addition, Kathleen Blake

Teaching English Literature 16–19 Carol Atherton 2013-07-18 Teaching

Yancey identifies and defines seven common ePortfolio curricular

English Literature 16 – 19 is an essential new resource that is suitable for

dimensions that contribute to students' ePortfolio literacy, among them

use both as an introductory guide for those new to teaching literature and

student agency, digital identity, and campus and global citizenship. Not

also as an aid to reflection and renewal for more experienced teachers.

least, she describes new practices emerging from ePortfolio curricula,

Using the central philosophy that students will learn best when actively

including new ePortfolio-specific genres; new metaphors used to

engaged in discussion and encouraged to apply what they have learnt

characterize ePortfolios and their practices; and new issues that the

independently, this highly practical new text contains: discussion of the

ePortfolio curriculum raises.

principles behind the teaching of literature at this level; guidelines on
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course planning, pedagogy, content and subject knowledge; advice on

Grace Paley, and Lee Gutkind are among more than thirty writers and

teaching literature taking into account a range of broader contexts, such as

teachers affiliated with the Associated Writing Programs who use

literary criticism, literary theory, performance, publishing, creative writing

examples from his or her own work to introduce the craft of creative

and journalism; examples of practical activities, worksheets and

nonfiction.

suggestions for texts; guides to available resources. Aimed at English

Demarcating the Disciplines Samuel Weber 1986 Demarcating the

teachers, teacher trainees, teacher trainers and advisors, this resource is

Disciplines was first published in 1986. Minnesota Archive Editions uses

packed full of new and workable ideas for teaching all English literature

digital technology to make long-unavailable books once again accessible,

courses.

and are published unaltered from the original University of Minnesota

The Literary Ideas of Friedrich-Melchior Grimm Carroll Lee Pell 1949

Press editions. With publication of this volume, Glyph begins a new stage

Literary Journalism Edd Applegate 1996 Overviews literary journalism and

in its existence: the move from Johns Hopkins University Press to the

provides biographical entries for writers and editors who practiced literary

University of Minnesota Press is accompanied by a change in focus. In its

journalism.

first incarnation Glyph provided a forum in which established notions of

Literature, Journalism and the Avant-Garde Associate Professor of Literary

reading, writing, and criticism could be questioned and explored. Since

Studies Elizabeth Kendall 2006-09-27 The author explores the role of

then, the greater currency of such concerns has brought with it new

journalism in Egypt in effecting and promoting the development of modern

problems and priorities. Setting aside the battles of the past, the new

Arabic literature from its inception in the mid-nineteenth century to the

Glyph looks ahead - to confront historical issues and to address the

present day. Remapping the literary scene in Egypt over recent decades,

institutional and pedagogical questions emerging from the contemporary

Kendall focuses on the independent, frequently dissident, journals that

critical landscape. Each volume in the new Glyph series is organized

were the real hotbed of innovative literary activity and which made a

around a specific issue. The essays in this first volume explore the

lasting impact by propelling Arabic literature into the post-modern era.

relations between the practice of reading and writing and the operations of

Journalism Jo A. Cates 2004 A critically annotated bibliographic guide to

the institution. Though their approaches differ from one another, the

print and electronic sources in print and broadcast journalism. This edition

authors of these essays all recognize that the questions of the institution -

separates Commercial Databases and Internet Resources.

most notably the university - points toward a series of constraints that

Real Life Writings in American Literary Journalism: a Narratological Study

define, albeit negatively, the possibilities for change. The contributors:

Gurpreet Kaur 2015-07-24 This referential collection of essays is an

Samuel Weber, Jacques Derrida, Tom Conley, Malcolm Evans, Ruth

important guide to the emergence and development of literary journalism

Salvaggio, Robert Young, Henry Sussman, Peter Middleton, David Punter,

through the centuries. The book begins with the defining of genres,

and Donald Preziosi.

literature and journalism, which blur the lines between them. It also gives

Pursuing an Ethic of Empathy in Journalism Janet Blank-Libra 2016-06-23

an insight into the theories of narratology. Some practitioners included in

This book advances a journalistic theory of empathy, challenging long-held

this book are great American writers like, John Hersey, Truman Capote,

notions about how best to do journalism. Because the institution of

Norman Mailer and Don DeLillo. These literary journalists bring to life both

journalism has typically equated empathy and compassion with bias, it has

major as well trivial issues of the society. New journalists coalesce all the

been slow to give the intelligence of the emotions a legitimate place in the

fictional techniques with the journalistic methods to present a unique and

reporting and writing process. Blank-Libra’s work locates the point at which

sophisticated style which requires extensive research and even more

the vast, multidisciplinary research on empathy intersects with the work of

careful reporting than done in the typical news articles. The book closes

the journalist, revealing a reality that has always been so: journalists

with the concluding thoughts followed by list of works cited.

practice empathy as a way to connect but also as a form of inquiry, as

A Sourcebook of American Literary Journalism Thomas Bernard Connery

sincere and legitimate in its goals and aspirations as is objectivity.

1992 Thirty-five lively and literate profiles by contributing scholars analyze

Latin American Adventures in Literary Journalism Pablo Calvi 2019-05-07

major writers of this literary genre or writers known for a major work in the

The Parrot and the Cannon is a study of the inception and development of

genre, and Connery provides short pieces for nineteen additional figures.

Latin American literary journalism and the emergence of an original Latin

The volume introduction discusses definitions and characteristics of literary

American literature. Narrative journalism has played a central role in the

journalism, with reference to the patterns of reality depicted. The roots of

formation of national identities of the various countries and in the supra-

this "new journalism" are traced, and ideas of the theorists of this genre

national idea of Latin America as a consolidated region. Beginning in the

are explicated. Connery also provides the results of his research--newly-

1840s and ending in the 1970s, Calvi connects the evolution of literary

founded primary sources of literary journalism.

journalism with the consolidation of Latin America’s literary sphere, the

Writing Creative Nonfiction Carolyn Forche 2008-06-05 Annie Dillard,

professional practice of journalism, the development of the modern mass
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media, and the establishment of nation-states in the region.

journalism. Fact was blending with fiction, news with entertainment,

The Idea of the Public Sphere Jostein Gripsrud 2010-10-21 The notion of

journalism with rumor. Calling themselves the Committee of Concerned

'the public sphere' has become increasingly central to theories and studies

Journalists, the twenty-five determined to find how the news had found

of democracy, media, and culture over the last few decades. It has also

itself in this state. Drawn from the committee's years of intensive research,

gained political importance in the context of the European Union's efforts

dozens of surveys of readers, listeners, viewers, editors, and journalists,

to strengthen democracy, integration, and identity. The Idea of the Public

and more than one hundred intensive interviews with journalists and

Sphere offers a wide-ranging, accessible, and easy-to-use introduction to

editors, The Elements of Journalism is the first book ever to spell out —

one of the most influential ideas in modern social and political thought,

both for those who create and those who consume the news — the

tracing its development from the origins of modern democracy in the

principles and responsibilities of journalism. Written by Bill Kovach and

Eighteenth Century to present day debates. This book brings key texts by

Tom Rosenstiel, two of the nation's preeminent press critics, this is one of

the leading contributors in the field together in a single volume. It explores

the most provocative books about the role of information in society in more

current topics such as the role of religion in public affairs, the implications

than a generation and one of the most important ever written about news.

of the internet for organizing public deliberation, and the

By offering in turn each of the principles that should govern reporting,

transnationalisation of public issues.

Kovach and Rosenstiel show how some of the most common conceptions

Latino/a Literature in the Classroom Frederick Luis Aldama 2015-06-19 In

about the press, such as neutrality, fairness, and balance, are actually

one of the most rapidly growing areas of literary study, this volume

modern misconceptions. They also spell out how the news should be

provides the first comprehensive guide to teaching Latino/a literature in all

gathered, written, and reported even as they demonstrate why the First

variety of learning environments. Essays by internationally renowned

Amendment is on the brink of becoming a commercial right rather than

scholars offer an array of approaches and methods to the teaching of the

something any American citizen can enjoy. The Elements of Journalism is

novel, short story, plays, poetry, autobiography, testimonial, comic book,

already igniting a national dialogue on issues vital to us all. This book will

children and young adult literature, film, performance art, and multi-media

be the starting point for discussions by journalists and members of the

digital texts, among others. The essays provide conceptual vocabularies

public about the nature of journalism and the access that we all enjoy to

and tools to help teachers design courses that pay attention to: Issues of

information for years to come.

form across a range of storytelling media Issues of content such as theme

Literary Journalism on Trial Kathy Roberts Forde 2008 In November 1984,

and character Issues of historical periods, linguistic communities, and

Jeffrey Masson filed a libel suit against writer Janet Malcolm and the New

regions Issues of institutional classroom settings The volume innovatively

Yorker, claiming that Malcolm had intentionally misquoted him in a profile

adds to and complicates the broader humanities curriculum by offering

she wrote for the magazine about his former career as a Freud scholar

new possibilities for pedagogical practice.

and administrator of the Freud archives. Over the next twelve years the

The Elements of Journalism Bill Kovach 2001-07-24 In July 1997, twenty-

case moved up and down the federal judicial ladder, at one point reaching

five of America's most influential journalists sat down to try and discover

the U.S. Supreme Court, as lawyers and judges wrestled with questions

what had happened to their profession in the years between Watergate

about the representation of "truth" in journalism and, by extension, the

and Whitewater. What they knew was that the public no longer trusted the

limits of First Amendment protections of free speech. Had a successful

press as it once had. They were keenly aware of the pressures that

Freudian scholar actually called himself an "intellectual gigolo" and "the

advertisers and new technologies were putting on newsrooms around the

greatest analyst who ever lived"? Or had a respected writer for the New

country. But, more than anything, they were aware that readers, listeners,

Yorker knowingly placed false, self-damning words in her subject's mouth?

and viewers — the people who use the news — were turning away from it

In Literary Journalism on Trial, Kathy Roberts Forde explores the

in droves. There were many reasons for the public's growing lack of trust.

implications of Masson v. New Yorker in the context of the history of

On television, there were the ads that looked like news shows and

American journalism. She shows how the case represents a watershed

programs that presented gossip and press releases as if they were news.

moment in a long debate between the advocates of traditional and literary

There were the "docudramas," television movies that were an uneasy

journalism and explains how it reflects a significant intellectual project of

blend of fact and fiction and which purported to show viewers how events

the period: the postmodern critique of objectivity, with its insistence on the

had "really" happened. At newspapers and magazines, celebrity was

instability of language and rejection of unitary truth in human affairs. The

replacing news, newsroom budgets were being slashed, and editors were

case, Forde argues, helped widen the perceived divide between ideas of

pushing journalists for more "edge" and "attitude" in place of reporting.

literary and traditional journalism and forced the resolution of these

And, on the radio, powerful talk personalities led their listeners from

conflicting conceptions of truth in the constitutional arena of libel law. By

sensation to sensation, from fact to fantasy, while deriding traditional

embracing traditional journalism's emphasis on fact and objectivity and
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rejecting a broader understanding of truth, the Supreme Court turned away

stimulating contribution to an aspect of contemporary political

from the First Amendment theory articulated in previous rulings, opting to

development—the use, neglect, or abuse of communication—which does

value less the free, uninhibited interchange of ideas necessary to

not receive sufficient attention. Originally published in 1963. The Princeton

democracy and more the "trustworthiness" of public expression. The

Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make

Court's decision in this case thus had implications that reached beyond the

available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of

legal realm to the values and norms expressed in the triangular

Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of

relationship between American democracy, First Amendment principles,

these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and

and the press.

hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly

The History of British Women's Writing, 1970-Present Mary Eagleton

increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of

2016-04-29 This book maps the most active and vibrant period in the

books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.

history of British women's writing. Examining changes and continuities in

Fear and Loathing Worldwide Robert Alexander 2018-07-26 For more than

fiction, poetry, drama, and journalism, as well as women's engagement

40 years, the radically subjective style of participatory journalism known as

with a range of literary and popular genres, the essays in this volume

Gonzo has been inextricably associated with the American writer Hunter S.

highlight the range and diversity of women's writing since 1970.

Thompson. Around the world, however, other journalists approach

Literary Journalism on Trial Kathy Roberts Forde 2008 In November 1984,

unconventional material in risky ways, placing themselves in the middle of

Jeffrey Masson filed a libel suit against writer Janet Malcolm and the New

off-beat stories, and relate those accounts in the supercharged rhetoric of

Yorker, claiming that Malcolm had intentionally misquoted him in a profile

Gonzo. In some cases, Thompson's influence is apparent, even explicit; in

she wrote for the magazine about his former career as a Freud scholar

others, writers have crafted their journalistic provocations independently,

and administrator of the Freud archives. Over the next twelve years the

only later to have that work labelled "Gonzo." In either case, Gonzo

case moved up and down the federal judicial ladder, at one point reaching

journalism has clearly become an international phenomenon. In Fear and

the U.S. Supreme Court, as lawyers and judges wrestled with questions

Loathing Worldwide, scholars from fourteen countries discuss writers from

about the representation of truth in journalism and, by extension, the limits

Europe, the Americas, Africa and Australia, whose work bears

of First Amendment protections of free speech. Had a successful Freudian

unmistakable traces of the mutant Gonzo gene. In each chapter, "Gonzo"

scholar actually called himself an intellectual gigolo and the greatest

emerges as a powerful but unstable signifier, read and practiced with

analyst who ever lived? Or had a respected writer for the New Yorker

different accents and emphases in the various national, cultural, political,

knowingly placed false, self-damning words in her subject's mouth? In

and journalistic contexts in which it has erupted. Whether immersed in the

Literary Journalism on Trial, Kathy Roberts Forde explores the implications

Dutch crack scene, exploring the Polish version of Route 66, following the

of Masson v. New Yorker in the context of the history of American

trail of the 2014 South African General Election, or committing

journalism. She shows how the case represents a watershed moment in a

unspeakable acts on the bus to Turku, the writers described in this volume

long debate between the advocates of traditional and literary journalism

are driven by the same fearless disdain for convention and profound

and explains how it reflects a significant intellectual project of the period:

commitment to rattling received opinion with which the "outlaw journalist"

the postmodern critique of objectivity, with its insistence on the instability

Thompson scorched his way into the American consciousness in the

of language and rejection of unitary truth in human affairs. The case,

1960s, '70s, and beyond.

Forde argues, helped widen the perceived divide between ideas of literary

American Exceptionalism, the French Exception, and Digital Media Law

and traditional journalism and forced the resolution of these conflicting

Lyombe S. Eko 2013-07-10 This volume explores and explains sameness

conceptions of truth in the constitutional arena of libel law. By embracing

and difference between the United States and France in the matters of

traditional journalism's emphasis on fact and objectivity and rejecting a

freedom of expression on the Internet, the management of the tensions

broader understanding of truth, the Supreme Court turned away from the

that arise between freedom of expression and the right of privacy of public

FirstAmendment theory articulated in previous rulings, opting to value less

figures, the comparative role of interest groups in the regulation of Internet

the free, uninhibited interchange of ideas necessary to democracy and

content in both countries, the intellectual property implications of the

more the trustworthiness of public expression. The Court's decision in this

digitization and transfer of journalistic works from print to searchable

case thus had implications that reached beyond the legal realm to the

electronic databases, how courts in the United States and France

values and norms expressed in the triangular relationship between

managed the copyright issues that were triggered by the Google Book

American democracy, First Amendment principles, and the press.

Search project, as well as the clash between intellectual property rights

Communications and Political Development. (SPD-1) Lucian W. Pye

and freedom of expression in the area of parody or “gripe” web sites on

2015-12-08 These essays by 11 outstanding scholars are "a valuable and

the Internet. The volume presents American exceptionalism and the
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French exception as functionally equivalent logics that lead to different

elegant volume, literary critics scrutinize the existing Wallace scholarship

freedom of expression outcomes. This book makes a significant

and at the same time pioneer new ways of understanding Wallace's fiction

contribution to comparative communication law studies, an area that has

and journalism. In critical essays exploring a variety of topics—including

not received serious academic interest.

Wallace's relationship to American literary history, his place in literary

Literary Journalism in the Twentieth Century Norman Sims 2008-11-04

journalism, his complicated relationship to his postmodernist predecessors,

This wide-ranging collection of critical essays on literary journalism

the formal difficulties of his 1996 magnum opus Infinite Jest, his

addresses the shifting border between fiction and non-fiction, literature and

environmental imagination, and the “social life” of his fiction and

journalism. Literary Journalism in the Twentieth Century addresses general

nonfiction—contributors plumb sources as diverse as Amazon.com reader

and historical issues, explores questions of authorial intent and the status

recommendations, professional book reviews, the 2009 Infinite Summer

of the territory between literature and journalism, and offers a case study

project, and the David Foster Wallace archive at the University of Texas's

of Mary McCarthy’s 1953 piece, "Artists in Uniform," a classic of literary

Harry Ransom Center.

journalism. Sims offers a thought-provoking study of the nature of

Spheres of Awareness James Lough 2009-09-29 This book moves toward

perception and the truth, as well as issues facing journalism today.

building a new and more comprehensive theory of literature, philosophy,

The Literary Journalists Norman Sims 1984 A selection of thirteen essays

psychology, and art. The extremely popular work of Ken Wilber, unites the

by pioneers in the genre of nonfiction literature encompasses works by

best of both western and eastern thought and affirms that the stages of

John McPhee, Tom Wolfe, Joan Didion, and others

consciousness, more refined than that of the reasoning mind, do exist.

Revolutions in Communication Bill Kovarik 2015-11-19 Revolutions in

The Critical Temper Roger Kimball 2021-09-21 On the occasion of its

Communication offers a new approach to media history, presenting an

fortieth anniversary, The New Criterion has brought together a plump

encyclopedic look at the way technological change has linked social and

chrestomathy of essays demonstrating its range and acuity as America’s

ideological communities. Using key figures in history to benchmark the

foremost review of culture and the arts. With contributions by Bruce

chronology of technical innovation, Kovarik's exhaustive scholarship

Bawer, Anthony Daniels, Denis Donoghue, Joseph Epstein, John Steele

narrates the story of revolutions in printing, electronic communication and

Gordon, Victor Davis Hanson, Charles Hill, Donald Kagan, Roger Kimball,

digital information, while drawing parallels between the past and present.

Heather Mac Donald, Myron Magnet, Andrew C. McCarthy, David Pryce-

Updated to reflect new research that has surfaced these past few years,

Jones, Andrew Roberts, Alexander McCall Smith, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn,

Revolutions in Communication continues to provide students and teachers

Keith Windschuttle, and many others, this collection of fifty essays brings

with the most readable history of communications, while including enough

you the best of the best: incisive cultural criticism, scintillating historical

international perspective to get the most accurate sense of the field. The

analysis, and robust commentary about the way we live now. Edited by

supplemental reading materials on the companion website include

Roger Kimball, this spiritual Baedeker is a timely repository of timeless

slideshows, podcasts and video demonstration plans in order to facilitate

writing about the figures, controversies, and challenges that define our life

further reading. www.revolutionsincommunication.com

in the 2020s.

Re-imagining African Identity in the Twenty-First Century Fetson Anderson

Contesting Europe 2019-12-09 This collective volume examines the

Kalua 2020-05-21 The book discusses the idea of African identity in the

prevalence and variability of early modern discourses on Europe; it

twenty-first century, calling into question and deconstructing any

considers both Latin and vernacular texts from various fields of study in

understanding and representation of the idea of African identity as being

order to shed new light on how the concept of Europe evolved in its early

based exclusively on the notion of ‘Blackness’, or the Black race. In

days.

countering such an idea of African identity as a flawed notion, the text

Literary Journalism Norman Sims 1995 Collects fifteen essays by masters

propounds the idea of intermediality as a new modality of thinking about

and new voices in the genre of reportage literature, including memoirs,

the importance of embracing the primacy of tolerance for the difference of

personal essays, profiles, travel literature, and science and nature writing

identity. The notion of intermediality promotes the need for people of all

Literature, Journalism, and the Vocabularies of Liberalism J. Macleod

races across the African continent to embrace the idea of difference as the

2013-05-07 This book examines the impact of the new liberalism on

defining feature of African identity so that the geographical locality called

English literary discourse from the fin-de-siècle to World War One. It maps

Africa is seen as a vibrant, open, and cosmopolitan continent which is

out an extensive network of journalists, men of letters and political

accessible to people of all races and identities.

theorists, showing how their shared political and literary vocabularies offer

Ghetto Writing Anne Fuchs 1999 This text contains fresh articles about a

new readings of liberalism's relation to an emerging modernist culture.

much neglected genre--fiction from and about the Jewish ghetto.

Literary Journalism and Social Justice Robert Alexander 2022 This book

The Legacy of David Foster Wallace Samuel Cohen 2012-04-15 In this

examines the prominent place a commitment to social justice and equity

literary-journalism-ideas
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has occupied in the global history of literary journalism. With international

throughout its history, literary journalism has proven uniquely well adapted

case studies, it explores and theorizes the way literary journalists have

to fusing facts with feeling in a way which makes it a compelling force for

addressed inequality and its consequences in their practice. In the

social change. Robert Alexander is Associate Professor of English at

process, this volume focuses on the critical attitude the writers of this

Brock University, Canada. He is the co-editor of Fear and Loathing

genre bring to their stories, the immersive reporting they use to gain

Worldwide: Gonzo Journalism Beyond Hunter S. Thompson (2018). Willa

detailed and intimate knowledge of their subjects, and the array of

McDonald is Senior Lecturer in Media at Macquarie University, Australia,

innovative rhetorical strategies through which they represent those

where she teaches and researches narrative journalism. Her books include

encounters. The contributors explain how these strategies encourage

Warrior for Peace: Dorothy Auchterlonie Green (2009) and the co-edited

readers to respond to injustices of class, race, indigeneity, gender,

The Writers Reader (2007).

mobility, and access to knowledge. Together, they make the case that,
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